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Abstract 
 This paper examines the biomechanical, physiological, and psychological differences between 
seated and standing cycling from the perspective of both competitive and commuting cyclists. Although 
the everyday cyclist may have little use for such distinctions, the importance of said debate rises with 
increasingly hilly terrain and with mounting concerns with speed, efficiency, and power—all issues at the 
forefront of the racing cyclist’s mind. Even among the ranks of professional cyclists, uncorroborated 
myths about standing cycling—primarily performance-based beliefs—abound: “Standing up is inefficient 
and wastes energy;” “When you stand up, you can use your body weight to push down on the pedals.” We 
attempt to clear up the variety of myths circulating throughout the cycling world by first analyzing the 
factuality of the discussion in the popular media, then examining the basic biomechanics of the pedal 
stroke, before finally consolidating and making accessible the findings of many different related scientific 
studies, the majority of which focus on just one or a few aspects of the standing vs. seated debate and 
which provide little practical guidance for either the commuting or the competitive cyclist. The present 
study fills this instructional gap. Scientific evidence suggests that no ideal body position for uphill cycling 
exists; however, for the competitive cyclist seeking optimal performance, standing on short, steep climbs 
and sitting on long, steady climbs generally produces the best results. Furthermore, to gain an 
understanding of why, despite lacking knowledge of the specific advantages or disadvantages of their 
choice, some people choose to sit while others stand when cycling uphill, this analysis incorporates a self-
conducted survey of commuting cyclists; many psychological stimuli, including appearance, comfort, and 
fitness-related concerns, were found to affect this decision-making process. 
 
 
Introduction 

To stand, or not to stand, that is the question. The answer: who cares? And to be sure, 

recreational and commuting cyclists have little reason to concern themselves with the issue of 

body position while riding a bicycle. After all, what difference does an X% decrease in 

efficiency or a Y% increase in heart rate make for the eco-conscious businessman braving the 

bike lanes to get to work each morning? The rusting chain on his dilapidated ten-speed has 

already destroyed for him any hope of optimal cycling efficiency. But for trained racing cyclists, 

the issue is anything but trivial. Every watt of power, every degree of incline, every last drop of 

sweat weighs heavily on the brow of the professional cyclist, for whom a minute lost to technical 

glitches could mean a lifetime of training squandered. This is no laughing matter: after 23 days 
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of cycling, spanning over 3000 kilometers of French terrain, Greg LeMond of the United States 

won the 1989 Tour de France over Laurent Fignon by an 8-second margin (Le Tour de France). 

Imagine Fignon’s reaction if he had discovered upon reaching the cobblestones of the Champs-

Élysées that his climbing technique was inferior, that if he had only lifted his rear end off the 

saddle on some of the steeper hills in the days prior he might have ascended to the top of the 

podium that July day. Imagine, and consider again this age-old cycling dilemma: to stand, or not 

to stand. 

 

Background 

 Numerous scientific studies have examined the technical differences between cycling in 

the standing and seated positions, but the key words—VO2max, Wingate protocols, anaerobic 

power, EMG activity patterns—that abound in the corresponding research reports hold little 

meaning for the typical reader untrained in the sciences. Hardcore racer or not, rare is the cyclist 

who picks up said reports for pleasure reading, given the apparent complexity of the texts. 

Professional riders, perhaps, have the luxury of passing on this task—that of analyzing the latest 

findings in the world of bicycle science—to members of their entourage, but the vast majority of 

amateur and recreational cyclists would never reap the benefits of innovative bicycle science 

were it not for the work of pseudo-scientific sports bloggers, journalists, and advice column 

authors, all of whom publicize legitimate scientific findings in accessible language and form. 

In her analytic article “Accommodating Science,” Jeanne Fahnestock dubs this 

interpretive service “accommodation;” if we deem the language of science, as exhibited in 

original research reports, a foreign language to any nonscientific audience, Fahnestock’s 

“accommodation of scientific reports” corresponds analogously to the translation of science into 
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the layperson’s native tongue. And in their attempt “to bridge the enormous gap between the 

public’s right to know and the public’s ability to understand, …with a few famous exceptions, 

the accommodators of science speak of it more elegantly than the very scientists themselves” 

(Fahnestock).  

At a most fundamental level, that of expository purpose, scientific papers and their 

accommodations diverge; in the former, concerns about the validity of observations dominate, 

while in the epideictic latter, the “main purpose is to celebrate.” Furthermore, “much of the 

relevance of scientific articles is extratextual, not spelled out in the discourse but supplied by 

context, by the assumed inferences the intended audience will make” (Fahnestock). One can 

assume, then, that such reports thus require an educated, perhaps field-specific, audience to 

ensure their full understanding: only a person well-versed in the disciplinary jargon can absorb 

an article in its entirety, only a person who understands the scope of the article will find interest 

in reading it, and only a person interested in reading the article will endeavor to delve deeper into 

the literature and to work out its terminology and implications. An inward spiral of disinterest 

ensues, widening the rift between science and its oft-stubborn beneficiary: the general public.  

Albert Einstein, arguably the most brilliant scientist of the modern age, frames the 

scientific writer’s challenge thus: 

Anyone who has ever tried to present a rather abstract scientific subject in a 

popular manner knows the great difficulties of such an attempt. Either he 

succeeds in being intelligible by concealing the core of the problem and by 

offering to the reader only superficial aspects or vague allusions, thus deceiving 

the reader by arousing in him the deceptive illusion of comprehension; or else he 

gives an expert account of the problem, but in such a fashion that the untrained 
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reader is unable to follow the exposition and becomes discouraged from reading 

any further. If these two categories are omitted from today's popular scientific 

literature, surprisingly little remains. (Fahnestock) 

 

Popular Writings 

“Popular scientific literature” may have evolved in both complexity and clarity since 

Einstein’s time, but even so, pure scientific exposition, consisting of academics writing for an 

audience of fellow scholars—and in particular, peer-reviewed scientific literature—remains the 

gold standard for objective, unadulterated content. Whether by inclination or by necessity, 

popular writing or scientific accommodation often oversimplifies the conclusions and overstates 

the level of certainty—more precisely, omits the statistical uncertainty—present in the original 

scientific report, or “forensic discourse” (Fahnestock).  

Take, for example, two scientific articles and one advice columnist’s take on the issue of 

standing vs. seated cycling. W.A. Sparrow suggests in his book Energetics of Human Activity 

that the choice to stand while climbing steep hills but not while riding on level ground may be a 

function of “metabolic cost:” the decreased velocity and wind resistance encountered when 

cycling uphill provides a comparative “metabolic advantage” to the upright cyclist (Sparrow 78). 

He immediately retracts that argument, however, citing an unpublished study that found that “the 

metabolic cost…with different postural strategies (seated, standing, or alternating between seated 

and standing) is invariant” (78). Consistent with Sparrow’s claims, a University of Montpellier 

study conducted by Grégoire Millet on “cycling efficiency in seated and standing positions” 

concludes that “body position appears to have a negligible effect on external efficiency in field-

based high-intensity cycling exercise” (Millet 1645). Revealingly, the Millet article mirrors 
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Energetics in its ambivalent attitude toward the conclusions it makes. Both texts seem to lack 

credence—rhetorical ethos—in their responses to this particular issue: Millet argues that “the 

technical features of the standing position may be one of the most determining factors affecting 

the metabolic responses,” but he fails to elaborate to even the slightest degree on why such 

“technical features” should have such significant effect and merely states, “These factors are 

difficult to examine in a field-based study” (1650). He continues on in this vein, later writing, “It 

is hypothesized that there is an increase in the activity of the muscles of the arms and/or trunk as 

intensity increases” (1651). One must keep in mind, however, that such circumspect statements 

predominate in scientific writing. Still, that Sparrow puts forth a theory in his book merely to 

revoke it in the next sentence hints at a tenuity of scientific and argumentative rigor. 

 In stark contrast to the aforementioned scientific texts stands Dr. Stephen Cheung’s 

article on the PezCycling News website entitled “Sit or Stand: Tradeoffs in Efficiency?” In 

advising amateur and pro cyclists—an audience presumably untrained in the sciences—Cheung 

writes much more assertively than either Millet or Sparrow. Even as he distills his personal 

experience and the findings of other scholarly sources, including Millet’s article, into an article 

suitable for the masses, Cheung maintains an air of intellectual infallibility by avoiding the 

ambivalence so conspicuous in Millet’s and Sparrow’s writing. His use of terse snippets of 

advice—“No differences were found in either gross efficiency or economy,” “You are NOT 

‘wasting’ energy by standing”—reframes Millet’s findings to make them more accessible and 

more useful to a popular audience (Cheung). In a column like Cheung’s, consumers look not for 

advice suggesting further analysis and research on the part of the reader, but rather for direct, 

convincing guidance, and Dr. Cheung provides the latter. More disdainful of the public’s acuity, 

Fahnestock confirms that popular writers “must usually be explicit in their claims about the value 
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of the scientific discoveries they pass along” because “they cannot rely on the audience to 

recognize the significance of information.” 

 Because of its ubiquity in society today, the Internet draws our attention as we attempt to 

identify the origins of popular perceptions regarding body position in uphill cycling; access to 

the internet opens up a vast informational gateway, for better or for worse, and along with it 

comes an equally vast minefield of fallacious data. While Dr. Cheung’s advisory article grazes 

the limits of scientific rigor in its interpretation of the scientific findings, of even more 

questionable reliability and dubious intent are a number of other easily accessible Internet 

sources, some of them personal websites. On BicyclingLife.com, a “website for everyday 

bicyclists,” an author urges readers to “do your butt a favor” by standing on the pedals “now and 

then to take the pressure off” (Bicycling Life). Scientific validity notwithstanding, this advice 

offers a practical argument in support of standing cycling, and the functional concern it addresses 

may outweigh in a cyclist’s cognitive processes any performance advantages gained from staying 

in the saddle; such seemingly irrational decision-making could potentially disrupt the application 

of scientific findings from the current analysis and must consequently be addressed. Meanwhile, 

on SheldonBrown.com, Sheldon Brown imparts an aphorism of his own devising: “If you find 

yourself standing to accelerate, on level ground, it is a sign that your gear is too high or that your 

saddle is too low.” While a nifty self-test for the average bicycle rider, his advice should be taken 

with a grain of salt by any cyclist with more at stake than a scolding from the boss for tardiness; 

Brown cites no scientific evidence, indeed no evidence save for the anecdotal, even as he takes 

on the assertive tone of a scientific accommodator. 

Not all popular websites are geared (no pun intended) toward the recreational rider; 

besides the PezCycling website previously mentioned, sites like Slowtwitch.com, Active.com 
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Cycling, and Cyclingnews.com offer technical and tactical guidance for the amateur or 

professional racing cyclist. These sources generally appear more credible than personal websites 

for the very same reason that people are likely to read them: they offer an attractive, clean 

presentation and compile quasi-scholarly articles credited to reputable publications. In advising 

cyclists on training for climbing, the Active.com article “Defying Gravity: Climbing with Pros” 

even incorporates an interview with two champion climbers, Burke Swindlehurst and Jose Luis 

“Chechu” Rubiera, the latter of whom carried Lance Armstrong to five of his record seven Tour 

de France victories as a member of the U.S. Postal/Discovery Channel team. Here, despite the 

article’s near-total lack of scientific evidence, Swindlehurst’s and Rubiera’s reputations lend 

credibility to their testimony; when a Tour de France-winning cyclist claims to “use more energy 

when [he] stand(s),” few amateurs will dare to argue otherwise (Hendler). 
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Scientific Findings 

 Scientific inquiries addressing the issue of whether to sit or stand during cycling, and 

particularly while riding uphill, tend toward the inconsequential. Most examine one or more 

factors that presumably affect the professional cyclist’s decision, including both mechanical 

considerations—pedal stroke mechanics, efficiency, power output, aerodynamic drag—and 

physiological measures—muscle activity, heart rate, ventilation (breathing patterns), perceived 

exhaustion—and few even attempt to draw concrete conclusions regarding the significance of 

their findings for recreational cyclists. Perhaps an indication of scientific research’s inveterate 

limitations—most apparent of all, its frequent inability to achieve, or at least to express, both 

focal depth and functional breadth within a single study—this unfortunate truth necessitates the 

development of the current compilatory work. Only by considering all of the aforementioned 

factors can one make any conclusive argument, or in this case, any credible recommendation for 

bicycle riders of all levels of ability. The following outline establishes the main areas of 

scientific discussion: 

 

I. Mechanical Concerns 

A) Mechanics of the Pedal Stroke 

B) Efficiency (gross external efficiency, energy expenditure) 

C) Power Output 

D) Confounding Factors (gradient, aerodynamic drag, cadence, technical expertise) 

II. Physiological Concerns 

A) Muscle Activity & Perceived Exertion 

B) Heart Rate 

C) Ventilation Response (VO2max) 

D) Other Physiological Considerations 
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I. Mechanical Concerns 

A) Mechanics of the Pedal Stroke 

 The pedal being the point of direct interaction between human and bicycle, a complete 

analysis of the biomechanical and physiological effects of standing cycling naturally begins at 

the pedal stroke. As force translates to torque and consequently to pedaling power, by 

considering the forces applied to the pedal—and the methods used to produce and to measure 

such forces—we gain an understanding of the source of immediate mechanical differences 

between the standing and seated cycling conditions. 

 Figure 1 below illustrates the forces applied to a bicycle pedal at sixteen points in a single 

crank revolution in both the (a) seated and (b) standing positions, with the cyclist facing to the 

right. The colored arrows represent components of the vectored (directional) forces acting on the 

pedal: the green arrows Fn, the radial force (applied in the crank direction); the blue arrows Ft, 

the tangential force (applied perpendicular to the crank); and the red arrows R, the resultant 

(combination, or vector sum, of Fn and Ft). For our current purposes, only the blue tangential 

vector need be considered because it “represents that component of force that is effective in 

generating a force at the rear wheel” (Krause). However, as the red resultant vector exhibits the 

same effects as the tangential vector, only more dramatically, any further mention of the “force 

vector” shall refer to the resultant. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 (Poirier 171) 
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Notice the greater average length of the force vectors in the standing condition. This 

corresponds to a higher force on the pedals at all points in the crank cycle; if we consider the 

practicalities of body position in the standing condition, this divergence in force levels logically 

follows. In the seated position, much of a cyclist’s body weight rests upon the saddle; if we 

remove the saddle (correspondent to rising into a standing position), provided the cyclist remains 

fully supported by the bicycle, the excess weight must be distributed among the remaining points 

of contact—namely, handlebar and pedal, left and right. “Pedal forces when standing have been 

recorded that are almost double those of comparable conditions when seated” (Reiser 152). 

Martin Krause further examines the practical impact of an increased contribution from 

gravitational forces: “In the later part of the downstroke, the rider can make greater use of the 

effective force by angling the pedal downwards, thus increasing the backward horizontal 

component of the force” (Krause). Furthermore, consider the location in the crank cycle of the 

longest force vectors in the two diagrams; in the seated condition, the greatest applied force 

appears to come approximately 30° earlier than in the standing condition. Similarly, Krause 

found in 2004 that “peak forces occurred later in the crank cycle for the standing position,” the 

author W.A. Sparrow reports a “shift in energy generation (positive power) to later in the 

downstroke,” and Raoul Reiser claims that “the altered orientation of the rider would change the 

pedaling mechanics with the peak forces on the pedals being at a later stage of the crank-arm 

revolution compared to the seated position” (Reiser 155). Lastly, note the different general 

orientation of forces in the lower semicircle of the pedal stroke in the two conditions; this may 

hint at a divergent pattern of joint orientation and thus of muscle activity, to be addressed later. 
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B) Efficiency 

 University of Montpellier researcher Grégoire Millet, in his article “Level Ground and 

Uphill Cycling Efficiency in Seated and Standing Positions,” defines gross external efficiency 

(GE) as “the ratio of the work completed to the total energy expended”—at a given level of 

energy expenditure, the more mechanical work done, the higher the efficiency (1645). Although 

not directly correlated to performance, “GE represents a variable that detects smaller changes in 

exercise efficiency over several trials,” and “the change in GE has been demonstrated to be 

related to the change in cycling performance” (1645). Gross efficiency concerns the racing 

cyclist because as a performance measure, it takes into account both energy output—a 

determinant of muscle fatigue—and work done—an indicator of distance traveled. 

Many recreational and racing cyclists hold the uncorroborated belief that standing up to 

cycle is inefficient; when they are asked to explain their reasoning, however, heads tilt and 

shoulders shrug—Rodin’s “Thinker” comes to mind. The issue remains not fully resolved even 

among scientists. According to Krause, “it is probable that efficient cycling technique involves 

the ability to maintain saddle contact even during hill climbing,” and it is the cyclist “who can 

maintain a pedaling action which does not vary considerably from sitting to standing who will be 

most efficient in hill climbing action” (Krause). Conversely, Millet finds that “in well-trained 

cyclists, there are no differences in efficiency between standing and seated positions” (1651).  

In Millet’s Montpellier study, eight male cyclists “ranging from regional to professional 

level” took part in a series of outdoor field tests simulating typical cycling conditions to 

determine peak power output and anaerobic power; across all trials, the mean gross efficiency 

was 22.4±1.5%, meaning that approximately 22.4% of the cyclists’ expended energy was 

effectively converted into forward motion (1647). The Montpellier researchers found “similar 
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external efficiency and economy…at a submaximal intensity” (1648). The “submaximal 

intensity” qualifier is crucial in the current analysis because it encompasses the typical behavior 

of the commuting cyclist, who puts forth maximal effort only in the case of a reticent alarm 

clock, as well as that of the racing cyclist, who, while fully capable of reaching maximum 

exertion, often seeks to conserve metabolic potential until the homestretch. Meanwhile, as if 

discounting the value of efficiency as a performance measure, Krause conjectures, “Power may 

be a greater consideration than efficiency when standing out of the saddle.” 

C) Power Output 

 In classical mechanics, the formula for power is P=W/t, where P = power, W = work, and 

t = time. A measure of the rate at which work is done, power is to the cyclist simply the amount 

of forward motion that can be achieved by a given applied force in a given interval of time. 

Power, then, stands distinct from efficiency in that it by definition depends purely on output from 

the bicycle, whereas efficiency draws on both human exertion and external output. In bicycle 

science, power output is calculated from continuously varying values of torque and angular 

velocity, and scientific analyses almost unanimously concur that “a greater short-term power can 

be produced in the standing versus seated position” (Millet 1645, 1647).  

In their respective studies, both Millet and Reiser employ the Wingate test, a 30-second 

maximal sprint “used since the 1970s to measure the capacity for short-duration, high-power 

output while cycling” (Reiser 152). Results of the Wingate testing reveal that “the power output 

is ~25-30% greater in a standing position than when seated” (Millet 1648). And by Millet’s 

reckoning, “these results suggest indirectly that cyclists would prefer the standing position 

during short climbs at very high intensity and the seated position in long ‘steady-state’ climbs” 

(1651). 
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D) Confounding Factors 

 While the above measures quantify the standing vs. seated debate—by virtue of the 

nature of scientific inquiry in controlled conditions—they cannot help but fail to take into 

account certain environmental and competitive factors, most notably, (1) gradient, (2) 

aerodynamic drag, (3) cadence, and (4) technical expertise. 

The gradient, or level of incline, of a hill significantly affects the cyclist’s choice to 

stand or sit during uphill cycling. Although Li and Caldwell observed “more changes in muscle 

activity patterns…with the change of posture rather than grade alone,” scientists concur that the 

slope of a climb can become the most critical determinant in body posture decisions (Li 934). 

“The use of a standing position for a given power output would become more beneficial as the 

gradient of the climb becomes steeper” (Millet 1649). Furthermore, scientific data available 

today suggest—indeed, almost prove—that at some sufficiently high peripheral gradient, every 

cyclist would need to stand in order to maintain forward progress. 

 Aerodynamic drag forces on a moving object act against the propulsive forces 

producing the forward movement. Consider the cyclist: his speed, the density of the air, and his 

posture all affect the magnitude of the drag force retarding his progress. During level cycling, 

most professionals opt to remain in the saddle “because of the aerodynamic drag associated with 

the standing position;” the increased effective frontal area created by cycling upright generates a 

drag force whose resistive effect far outweighs any potential gain in power (Li 927). In shifting 

from a sitting to a standing position while climbing, a cyclist can take advantage of one 

characteristic of the drag force. “When taking into account the aerodynamic drag, the benefits of 

using the standing position as gradient increases seem even more logical, because the negative 

influence of the higher aerodynamic drag due to the standing position is reduced as the velocity 
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declines” (Millet 1649). Because the amount of power required to overcome drag forces varies 

proportionally with the cube of the velocity—moving twice as fast requires eight times the 

power—the decrease in velocity resulting from an uphill slope quickly negates the impedimental 

effect of the aerodynamic drag on a cyclist.  

 Cadence, usually measured in revolutions per minute (rpm), is the rate at which a cyclist 

turns the pedal crank when riding. Performance reaches its peak when a cyclist hits an optimal 

range of cadences, and this range differs for untrained and trained individuals. In a University of 

Montpellier study, “subjects were free to choose the most preferred gear and pedaling cadence,” 

and results indicate that “the cadence is the same in well-trained cyclists between seated and 

standing positions when climbing at a given power output.” And according to the researchers, “at 

75% of PPO (peak power output), pedaling cadence has a negligible effect on energy 

consumption and economy during uphill or level ground cycling” (Millet 1650). That said, 

Bosak reports that “lower rpm tend to increase leg fatigue,” which understandably affects the 

cyclist’s decision to sit or stand, as the cadence typically decreases—from 89 to 70 rpm—in 

transition from level ground to uphill cycling conditions (Bosak; Millet 1649). 

 The technical expertise of an individual rider significantly affects his choice to sit or to 

stand. By Millet’s assessment, “the technical features of the standing position may be one of the 

most determining factors affecting the metabolic responses;” however, “these factors are difficult 

to examine in a field-based study.” Such features include “the tilting motion of the bike side to 

side and the relaxation of the upper body muscles,” both of which could “modify greatly the 

energy expenditure when ‘out of the saddle’” (Millet 1650). In classifying professional cyclists 

as “climbers” or “time trial specialists,” we naturally assume differences in particular skill areas 

among them. Some cyclists may excel at climbing because they can best minimize their energy 
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expenditure while riding uphill, while others may prefer level-ground time trials because they 

ride more efficiently at higher cadences. “Specialists of time-trial or flat-road races exhibit a 

higher energy expenditure when climbing in a standing position and therefore probably a greater 

difference between seated and standing positions” (Millet 1650). Thus, a cyclist’s individual 

technical strengths and weaknesses largely determine his optimal body position when cycling 

uphill. 

 

II. Physiological Concerns 

Along with the mechanical analyses of body positioning in uphill cycling, there exists a 

substantial body of knowledge addressing the physiological considerations that factor into the 

cyclist’s choice to stand or to sit while climbing. 

A) Muscle Activity & Perceived Exertion 

 In their investigation into “Rider/Bicycle Interaction Loads During Standing Treadmill 

Cycling,” Stone and Hull found that “the loading for standing cycling differed fundamentally 

from that for seated cycling” in that “the arms pulled up and back during the power stroke of the 

corresponding leg and pushed down and forward during the upstroke” (Stone). Similarly, the 

Montpellier study indicates “an increase in the activity of the muscles of the arms and/or trunk as 

intensity increases” (Millet 1651). This suggests that seated cyclists rely on their legs to produce 

power more than do standing cyclists, who engage the muscles of their upper body to provide 

propulsive force. “In studies of muscle coordination during cycling, eight lower extremity 

muscles have been studied most often” (Li 927). Among those eight muscles, only two 

consistently display significant differences in peak electromyography (EMG) magnitude (i.e., 

vary in muscle activity levels) between the standing and seated conditions; both exhibit higher 
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muscle activity in the standing position (Li 929; Griffith). This may be explained by changes in 

joint orientation: Figure 2 below shows stick-figure representations of joint activity in the level-

ground seated (LS), uphill seated (US), and uphill standing (ST) test conditions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Cyclists often choose to stand up when cycling uphill because they perceive it to be 

easier. “A paradox, then, is that up-hill cycling seems to be easier in a position in which the leg 

muscles are more, rather than less, active” (Griffith). Griffith proposes as a possible justification 

that “changes in muscle length affected proprioceptive sensors such as muscle spindles, golgi 

tendon organs, or other mechanoreceptors located in joint capsules,” and as a result, the 

sensations of effort experienced by cyclists decreased in the standing position. The degree of 

gradient may affect a cyclist’s perceived exertion as well; according to researchers at the 

University of Colorado in Boulder, “the standing position is less economical during moderate hill 

climbing, but during steep hill climbing, it results in a decreased sensation of effort in the legs” 

(Tanaka). Another analysis likewise concludes, “At the onset of standing cycling, leg fatigue and 

local discomfort was comparatively less than during seated cycling” (Bosak). 

Figure 2 (Li 932) 
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B) Heart Rate 

 Generally considered one of the four main vital signs (along with body temperature, 

respiration rate, and blood pressure), heart rate (HR) rises in response to stress, anxiety, and 

activity, both physical and emotional. With regard to the current study on cycling posture, “it is 

well documented that heart rate is influenced by the body position” (Millet 1650). The majority 

of existing analyses report “significantly higher HR in upright than in supine (sitting) position” at 

most exercise intensity levels; this final qualifier allows for the application of said findings to the 

commuting cyclist’s everyday behavior. The increase in muscle activity triggered by the standing 

posture outlined above may explain the observed heart rate differential. Of particular relevance 

to the current analysis is a study of competitive road cyclists that found statistically significant 

differences in heart rate and respiration between the seated and standing positions only “when 

subjects rode their own bicycle on a treadmill” as opposed to a standard cycle ergometer 

(Tanaka). For nearly all competitive and recreational cyclists, physiological efficiency—if it 

matters at all—becomes a concern only when cycling on a real bicycle in the real world, and not 

when plodding through an aerobic cycling workout at the gym. Thus, most cyclists will 

experience the aforementioned variations in heart rate when transitioning between body positions 

and should—in the interest of achieving a satisfactory cycling experience, whatever that may 

entail for each individual—pay heed to the recommendations of bicycle science. 

C) Ventilation Response 

 Defined as “the highest rate at which oxygen can be consumed and utilized to produce 

energy sustaining aerobic activity, VO2max is regarded as the gold standard for assessing aerobic 

fitness” (Bosak). A variety of factors, among them natural ability, gender, fitness level, and 

athletic training, determine an individual’s VO2max. In two independent investigations, Bosak of 
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the University of Colorado in Boulder and Millet of the University of Montpellier discovered 

that cycling in an upright, standing position rather than a seated position resulted in a higher 

measured VO2max among trained cyclists (Bosak; Millet 1650). However, while the average 

VO2max values among all study participants displayed significant differences between the two 

conditions, “inter-individual variability was high” (Bosak). For the purpose of maximizing 

respiratory efficiency, then, the “correct” choice of whether to stand or sit depends largely on the 

individual and cannot accurately be prescribed. 

D) Other Physiological Considerations 

 Performance alone cannot account for all of a cyclist’s worries; certain unpleasant aspects 

of maintaining a seated position for extended periods of time may drive any individual to stand 

up without thought of potential performance losses. A Michigan State University study found 

“shear and vertical seat loads” to be contributing factors in groin injuries including “soreness of 

the pelvis, skin problems in the groin, erectile dysfunction, and impotence” (Wilson). The June 

2007 Health Letter issued by the Mayo Clinic confirms that “men who bicycle for three or more 

hours per week are at increased risk of developing impotence” (“Standard Bicycle Seat”). 

 

Real-World Cycling Behavior 

Racing Cyclists 

 A well-documented study by University of Montpellier researchers found that “gradient 

or body position appears to have a negligible effect on external efficiency in field-based high-

intensity cycling exercise” (Millet 1645). The professional cycling race, however, is no one-

dimensional beast; its “brutality encloses the riders in a community of toil, the numb mystery of 

cycling” (Rendell 3). Efficiency alone cannot win a race; psychological and strategic concerns 
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come into play as each cyclist struggles against the clock, the competition, and his own fatigue. 

Wisely, then, does Krause argue, “Power may be a greater consideration than efficiency when 

standing out of the saddle.” We often associate power with brute force: the macho male 

specimen swinging away with all his might —with a bat, a club, his fists—caring not about 

accuracy or style, but concerned with strength alone. For the cyclist, who must keep his 

emotions—and through that, his heart rate—in check, such power is counterproductive. But 

consider the following: 

During a cycling race, there undoubtedly exist moments when the stakes climb higher 

than ordinary, when every ensuing second ticks ever louder, when the weight of each 

excruciating pedal stroke counts double; these “make-or-break” points determine which rider 

will prevail and which will fail. One such moment came at the start of stage fifteen of the 2003 

centennial Tour de France, when, “after sixty-one hours in the saddle spread over fifteen days of 

racing, just eighteen seconds” separated the leaders: the American Lance Armstrong, the German 

Jan Ullrich, and the Kazakh Alexander Vinokourov. “Never had it been so close” (Rendell 2). 

Was every previous stage, however short or stress-free in comparison, equal in significance to 

that fifteenth stage? Of course not—with the leaders so close, something—something big, 

something dramatic—was bound to happen. While a strategic hiccup earlier in the Tour could be 

remedied in the subsequent stages, a single misstep in this stage could spell disaster. On the other 

hand, an inspired attack or triumphant climb could seal the Tour victory for one of these cycling 

greats. 

 Each individual stage in the Tour de France stands alone a microcosm of the entire race, 

each day’s climbs and descents—its ups and downs, albeit of a more physical variety—

corresponding to the emotional highs and lows of a multistage race. Similarly, strategic 
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maneuvering at key points in the course can pave the way for an easy stage victory. It comes as 

no surprise, then, that the benefit of increased power—greatly amplified short-term velocity—

sometimes outweighs the cost of decreased efficiency—wasted energy—and vice versa. 

Suppose, for example, that the finish line of one stage is at the top of a steep hill, while a second 

stage concludes 30 miles away, beyond a series of rolling hills. In the first case, the dominant 

strategy is simple: every cyclist should stand and power up the hill past the finish line; the 

second case, however, calls for more careful planning. Should one stand for the first N hills and 

sit for the rest, or perhaps alternate standing and sitting on consecutive hills? In reality, most 

decisions facing the racing cyclist resemble this latter case more closely than the former. 

Variations in body type, skill, and technique all may affect the cyclist’s choice to stand or to sit 

when climbing hills. And because gross efficiency did not vary between the seated and standing 

conditions in scientific studies, “the choice of position is not obvious, as confirmed by 

observations of competitive cyclists” (Millet 1651). 

Commuting Cyclists 

 An informal self-conducted survey of college students indicates that the vast majority of 

commuting cyclists “stand up on the pedals” only when biking uphill, opting to remain seated 

when biking on “flat ground” or “downhill” (“Bicycle Habits Survey”). Whether this divergence 

is a result of an unconscious physical adaptation to varying external conditions or the byproduct 

of certain psychological factors—or some combination of both—remains to be seen. Survey 

participants expressed a wide variety of motivations for standing or sitting in any given situation. 

Reasons for standing centered around practical concerns—biking faster, reducing perceived 

effort, avoiding rain-saturated seats—while reasons for sitting tended toward the aesthetic— 

feeling more relaxed, looking cooler, feeling safer (“Bicycle Habits Survey”). 
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 Given the much broader variation in body type, technical skill, and bicycle quality to be 

found among recreational cyclists, making standing versus seated cycling recommendations for 

the everyman riding the city streets proves difficult and perhaps ultimately futile. And the main 

purpose of cycling differs widely from recreational to professional cyclists. Who is to say that 

the typical commuter even wants to maximize power output and/or efficiency? “For recreational 

cyclists on a steep hill, the ultimate goal is not high velocity but maintaining forward motion of 

the bicycle at all times” (Sparrow 79). Many health-conscious college students who ride bicycles 

around campus may even hope to expend more energy (read: burn more calories) than necessary, 

in an attempt to squeeze in impromptu workouts on their way to class. One college-age survey 

respondent cited as a reason for remaining perpetually seated while cycling: “I like the burn in 

my quads” (“Bicycle Habits Survey”). 

 

Unaddressed Variables 

 There exist a number of variables that are difficult, if not impossible, to examine in a 

viable scientific study; these measures vary so widely among individuals that any attempt to 

provide generalized advice addressing them would prove futile. Participants’ body type is one 

such variable. Consider, for example, Figures 3 and 4 below from the Tour de France, in which 

Lance Armstrong battles Jan Ullrich for the overall lead in crucial mountain stages. Even the 

casual observer cannot fail to notice the difference in riding styles exhibited by the two riders: 

the lightweight Armstrong, weaving, almost dancing, in a standing position; and the muscular 

Ullrich, grinding away resolutely with his rear end glued to the saddle. If two great champions of 

the sport could so effectively manage the exact same route while employing different body 

positions, what better evidence exists for the efficacy of both standing and seated cycling? 
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 A second variable for which scientific data is lacking is the effect of gear shifting on the 

body position debate. Past studies have typically allowed subjects to cycle at a “self-selected 

gear ratio,” but in our knowledge, no controlled experiment has been performed to study the 

significance of gearing in this context (Li 928). We hypothesize that the choice of a higher gear 

would increase the advantage of assuming a standing posture. Since a cyclist can obtain a greater 

power output in the upright position than in the seated position, and a higher gear ratio requires a 

greater exerted force to achieve forward motion, climbing with a high gear should prompt most 

riders to naturally rise out of the saddle. Conversely, choice of a lower gear should decrease and 

ultimately eliminate the incentive to stand up when riding uphill. Further scientific investigation 

must be undertaken before we can come to any conclusions about the effects of variable gears on 

body posture decisions in cycling. 

Figure 3 (Ruibal) Figure 4 (Cyclingnews.com) 
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Conclusion 

 Scientific inquiry has shown that, in general, a cyclist can best achieve peak performance 

by adopting a standing posture for short, intense climbs and by remaining in the saddle for 

steady-state climbs and level-ground riding. The commuting cyclist, however, would be best 

served by following his instinct, standing and sitting whenever he sees fit; in the absence of 

impeccable technique and conditioning, expected gains from riding out of the saddle while 

climbing may or may not be realized. Furthermore, the everyday cyclist often harbors ulterior 

motives whose effects run counter to the canons of efficiency and power-maximizing cycling 

behavior. So, to the competitive cyclist: stand (or sit) with caution; but to the recreational rider 

trying to make it to work or class on time each morning: “To thine own self be true.” 
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